KC SEEN
AFFAIRS TO REMEMBER

KC HOME DESIGN & COMMERCIAL JOURNAL - KANSAS CITY
DESIGN EXCELLENCE & EDWARD TANNER AWARDS

1. Dara Macan; Phil Spillo and Charles Brown, PK Steel; and
Linda Brown 2. Katie Van Luchene (center) congratulates
the Portfolio Kitchen & Home team on its many awards 3.
Richard Lara, Frances Buzza and honoree John Rufenacht
4. El Dorado Inc.'s Jamie Darrell, David Dowell and Douglas
Stockman with Anthem Media Group's Erin Benda
5. Personal Chefs' Brian Christie 6. Scott Heidmann, DLR
Group (right) with Lisa Curran, Lisa Curran Interiors, and
guest 7. Janet and Kevin Smith of One Stop Decorating with
Rob Junk of Junk Architects
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